
 

 

 

For the purposes of trying something new with the quiz format, all the questions have been broken 

down into one of eight categories as listed below. Assuming the sorting is correct, each player 

should get one question from each category, with one spare for each category provided. We hope 

you enjoy our quiz. The categories are: 

• [CU] = Culture  

• [EN] = Entertainment 

• [HS] = History 

• [LI] = Lifestyle 

• [ME] = Media 

• [SC] = Science 

• [SL] = Sports & Leisure 

• [WO] = World 

 ROUND 1  

1A 
[SL] 

Following a 5-1 loss away at Bolton Wanderers in 1995, which then-
Wolverhampton Wanderers manager and former England manager 
had three turnips thrown at him? This was partially due to his 
nickname. 

Graham Taylor 

1B 
[LI] 

Sometimes referred to as the ‘sleeping’ version of this animal, which 
yoga pose, that shares its name with a bird, involves placing the 
ankle in front of your left hip, flexing the left toes, and tucking the 
foot towards the person’s back? 

Swan/Pigeon 

2A 
[EN] 

Hosted by Dan Schreiber, James Harkin, Andrew Hunter Murray and 
Anna Ptaszynski (P-tas-zyn-ski), which popular British comedy 
podcast involves the QI ‘elves’ discussing the best things they’ve 
discovered that week?  

No Such Thing as a 
Fish (Accept 
There’s No Such…, 
Prompt on any 
missing words)  

2B 
[HS] 

Taking the throne in 1399, which king of England and Wales was the 
first of the House of Lancaster? (Name and regnal number required) 

Henry IV 

3A 
[WO] 

With an average elevation of 7,726 feet and a population of around 
5,000,000 which capital city in Africa has the highest average 
elevation above sea level? The closest capital city to it is Djibouti. 

Addis Ababa 

3B 
[CU] 

The Gospel according to whom, was written by a disciple of Jesus, 
believed to have been a doctor? Alongside the Gospel of John, 
scholars believe this Gospel is one of the latest composed, with 
evidence of revision well into the second century AD.  

Luke 

4A 
[SC] 

A plastic common in food packaging, what do the letters ‘PP’ stand 
for in reference to the type of plastic being used? 

polypropylene/ 
polypropene 

4B 
[ME] 

Which 1952 western film directed by Fred Zinnemann, sees Gary 
Cooper as a town marshal who is left alone to face a gang of killers in 

High Noon 
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the town of Hadleyville? John Wayne once referred to the film as 
"the most un-American thing I've ever seen in my whole life". 

 

  



 ROUND 2  

1A 
[EN] 

Whose first, self-titled, album was released in 2006 featuring the 
debut single ‘Tim McGraw’, as well other country hits including ‘Our 
Song’ and ‘Teardrops on My Guitar’? 

Taylor Swift 

1B 
[HS] 

Who was the first President of the United States to live in the White 
House? They were in office from 1797 to 1801.  

John Adams 

2A 
[WO] 

One of the biggest tech product flops of the 2010s, which BlackBerry 
tablet was released in 2011 to a very lukewarm response? 

Playbook 

2B 
[CU] 

Which English architect is best known for his rebuilding of the 
Houses of Parliament in London during the mid-19th Century? 

Sir Charles Barry 

3A 
[SC] 

Which American scientist and animal behaviourist is most well-
known for her work on animal welfare during slaughter? She was 
also one of the first openly autistic people featured in the media. 
She was the subject of a five-Emmy-Award winning documentary 
series in 2010. 

Temple Grandin 

3B 
[ME] 

Which American poet and civil rights activist recited her poem ‘On 
‘the Pulse of Morning’ at Bill Clinton’s first inauguration? 

Maya Angelou 

4A 
[SL] 

Celebrating its 25th Anniversary in 2021, which role-playing video 
game franchise will have remakes called ‘Brilliant Diamond’ and 
‘Shining Pearl’ in late 2021? A 2019 franchise spin off live action film 
starring the voice of Ryan Reynolds is yet to produce a sequel.  

Pokémon 

4B 
[LI] 

Which Italian fashion designer founded his own label in 1978 and 
was assassinated by spree killer Andrew Cunanan in 1997? 

Gianni Versace 

 

  



 ROUND 3  

1A 
[WO] 

A Northern Irish colloquialism, if someone is ‘scundered’, how are 
they feeling? You may say the question writer is feeling this after 
asking this question. 

embarrassed 
(accept any 
synonym, also 
accept ‘annoyed’ 
or any synonym)  

1B 
[CU] 

Who is the Norse god of poetry, music, and the harp? Bragi 

2A 
[SC] 

For what is autophobia the fear of?  In a common binary pair, it may 
be said that anthropophobia is the opposite of this fear. 

loneliness (accept 
similar meanings) 

2B 
[ME] 

Also found in the title of a Neil Gaiman-penned book about the 
series, what two words appear on the front covers of the some 
publications of ‘The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy’? It is said to 
help calm readers. 

‘Don’t Panic’ 

3A 
[SL] 

Which American city has an NHL team named the ‘Stars’ and an NBA 
team called the ‘Mavericks’? 

Dallas 

3B 
[LI] 

Supposedly coming from the Italian word for ‘spindle’ which pasta is 
commonly spun by pressing and spinning the pasta over a thin rod to 
make a corkscrew or helical shape? 

Fusilli 

4A 
[EN] 

Most famous for his role in ‘Only Fools and Horses’ in which comedy 
running from 1993-99 did Nicholas Lyndhurst play Gary Sparrow? 

Goodnight 
Sweetheart 

4B 
[HS] 

Lasting between 38 and 45 minutes, with which East African 
autonomous region did the United Kingdom fight in the shortest war 
recorded in history in 1896? 

Zanzibar (DO NOT 
accept Tanzania) 

 

  



 ROUND 4  

1A 
[SC] 

Which rare body integrity disorder is characterised by the 
overwhelming desire to amputate healthy parts of the body? It may 
be related to right parietal lobe damage in the brain.  

Apotemnophilia 

1B 
[ME] 

Created by L.L. Zamenhof in 1887, what is the name of the world’s 
most widely spoken international auxiliary language? 

Esperanto 

2A 
[SL] 

In which winter sport has Great Britain won the most Winter Olympic 
Gold Medals with five? The first three winners of the gold were 
Madge Syers, Jeannette Altwegg and John Curry.  

Figure Skating 

2B 
[LI] 

Which one of the “Big Three” automobile manufacturers in the 
United States is now officially known as Stellantis North America? 

Chrysler 

3A 
[EN] 

Which Irish actor is known for playing the character Mrs Doyle on 
Father Ted? She would commonly offer the other characters a wee 
cup of tea.  

Pauline McLynn 

3B 
[HS] 

Assuming the position of deputy First Minister of Northern Ireland in 
2020, which woman serves as the Vice President of Sinn Fein?  

Michelle O’Neill 

4A 
[WO] 

Which US state flag is the only one to feature the Union Jack? Hawaii 

4B 
[CU] 

Which English Enlightenment philosopher is most well-known for 
influence on social contract theory and his work ‘Leviathan’? 

Thomas Hobbes 

 

  



 ROUND 5  

1A 
[EN] 

Which 2020 Taylor Swift album features the tracks ‘Willow’, 
‘Champagne Problems’ and ‘‘Tis the Damn Season’? Its sister album 
‘Folklore’ won the Grammy in March 2021 for ‘Album of the Year’.  

Evermore 

1B 
[HS] 

Who was the first President of the United States to be born a US 
Citizen? They were in office from 1837 to 1841.  

Martin Van Buren 

2A 
[WO] 

Which personal digital assistant and message pad was released by 
Apple in 1993, as one of its biggest product flops ever?  

Newton 

2B 
[CU] 

Conceptualised at the turn of the millennium, who, alongside her 
husband David Marks, designed the London Eye?  

Julia Barfield 

3A 
[SC] 

Which American scientist and cytogeneticist was awarded the 1983 
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine? She is known for her work in 
the genetic structure of maize.  

Barbara 
McClintock 

3B 
[ME] 

Which American poet read her poem ‘The Hill We Climb’ at the 
inauguration of Joe Biden in 2021? She subsequently became, at the 
age of 22, the youngest ever poet to perform at a presidential 
inauguration. 

Amanda Gorman 

4A 
[SL] 

Celebrating its 25th Anniversary in 2021, which survival-horror video 
game franchise released its eighth numbered title in the series 
named ‘Village’ in May? Its six-movie franchise will be releasing a 
reboot in September. 

Resident Evil 

4B 
[LI] 

Which English fashion designer founded his own label in 1992 and 
designed Janet Jackson’s leather costume for Super Bowl XXXVIII (38) 
in 2004? 

Alexander 
McQueen 

 

  



 ROUND 6  

1A 
[WO] 

A Northern Irish colloquialism, if someone is said to be ‘foundered’, 
how are they feeling? You may feel this at certain times of the year. 

cold (accept any 
synonym) 

1B 
[CU] 

Who is the Norse goddess of marriage and motherhood? Frigg 

2A 
[SC] 

For what is androphobia the fear of? In a common binary pair, it may 
be said that gynophobia is the opposite of this fear.  

Men (accept 
similar meanings) 

2B 
[ME] 

In ‘The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy’, what two words are used to 
describe the planet Earth in the updated version of the guide? This is 
the title of the fifth book in the trilogy. 

‘Mostly Harmless’ 

3A 
[SL] 

Which American city hosts an NHL team named the ‘Coyotes’ and an 
NBA team called the ‘Suns’? 

Phoenix 

3B 
[LI] 

Commonly referred to as butterfly or bowtie, and coming for the 
Italian for ‘butterfly’, what is the name of the type of pasta that has 
trimmed ruffled edges and the centre pinched together to make the 
shape? 

Farfalle 

4A 
[EN] 

Most famous for his role in ‘Only Fools and Horses’, in which comedy 
running from 1991-93 did David Jason play Pop Larkin? 

The Darling Buds 
of May 

4B 
[HS] 

The ‘Hundred Hours’ War’, also known as the ‘Football War’, was 
fought between El Salvador and which neighbouring country in 
1969? 

Honduras 

 

  



 ROUND 7  

1A 
[SL] 

Prior to kick off at a 2018 league game, which then Aston Villa 
manager had a cabbage thrown at him? The game ended being the 
last of his tenure at Aston Villa and this Englishman is now the 
manager of a different Premier League team who finished 12th in the 
2020-2021 season. 

Steve Bruce 

1B 
[LI] 

Also known as Bhujanga (Bu-jang-ga), which yoga exercise, that 
shares its name with a reptile, includes the top half of the body being 
bent upwards, the front of the hips on the ground, and feet 
separated with the heels pointing upwards?  

Cobra (accept 
snake) pose 

2A 
[EN] 

Hosted by Jamie Morton, James Cooper, and Alice Levine, which 
popular British comedy podcast involves reading and reacting to 
Jamie’s father’s erotic novel series ‘Belinda Blinked’? 

My Dad Wrote a 
Porno (prompt on 
any missing 
words) 

2B 
[HS] 

Taking the throne in 1154, which king of England was the first of the 
House of Angevin? (Name and regnal number required) 

Henry II 

3A 
[WO] 

With an average elevation of 3,356 feet and a population of around 
22,000 which capital city in Europe has the highest average elevation 
above sea level? The closest capital city to it is Madrid. 

Andorra la Vella 
(Prompt on 
Andorra) 

3B 
[CU] 

Which book of the Bible, written by John, is an apocalyptic prophecy 
depicting the end of the world? 

Revelation 

4A 
[SC] 

A plastic common in packaging and household appliances, what do 
the letters ‘PS’ stand for in reference to the type of plastic being 
used? 

polystyrene 

4B 
[ME] 

Made by John Wayne in response to ‘High Noon’, which 1959 film 
directed by Howard Hawks centres around Wayne as a Texan sheriff 
who arrests the brother of a local power rancher for murder? This 
film also stars Dean Martin and Ricky Nelson. 

Rio Bravo 

 

  



 ROUND 8  

1A 
[SC] 

What is the name given to the rare psychological disorder which 
causes physical and emotional anxiety, as well as dissociative 
experiences and hallucinations, when exposed to art? 

Stendhal 
Syndrome (accept 
Hyperculturemia 
or Florence 
Syndrome) 

1B 
[ME] 

Which Nguni Bantu tonal language has 15 clicks and is one of the 
official languages of South Africa and Zimbabwe? 

Xhosa 

2A 
[SL] 

The most successful British Winter Olympian is Lizzy Yarnold, having 
won two Olympic Gold Medals in which sport in 2014 and 2018? 

Skeleton 

2B 
[LI] 

Which electric vehicle and clean energy company was founded by 
Elon Musk in 2003? 

Tesla 

3A 
[EN] 

Which Irish actor who died in 2016 is known for playing Father Jack 
Hackett on the much-beloved television programme Father Ted? 

Frank Kelly 

3B 
[HS] 

Which farmer became leader of the Democratic Unionist Party in 
May 2021, succeeding Arlene Foster? 

Edwin Poots 

4A 
[WO] 

Which US state has the only non-rectangular shaped flag? It is 
shaped as a triangular swallowtail.  

Ohio 

4B 
[CU] 

Which Scottish Enlightenment philosopher’s well-known works 
include ‘A Treatise of Human Nature’ and ‘An Enquiry Concerning 
Human Understanding’? 

David Hume 

 

 SPARES  

[CU] What name is given to the social movement that provides a light-
hearted view of religion and opposes the teaching of intelligent 
design and creationism in public schools? It sees the Flying Spaghetti 
Monster as its deity. 

Pastafarianism 

[EN] Considerably outdated for modern attitudes, which ITV sitcom, 
originally running from 1977 to 1979 starred Barry Evans as Jeremy 
Brown, a teacher attempting to teach English to a wide cast of 
characters of different languages and backgrounds in a night school? 

Mind Your 
Language 

[HS] Treaties which united Bessarabia and Romania in 1920, established a 
military alliance between France and England in 1657 and ended the 
Spanish-American War in 1898 are all know as the ‘Treaty of…’ 
what? 

Paris 

[LI] Coming in blue, green and black in different regions of the world, 
which soft-drinks brand released new mystery flavour products in 
2021? 

Fanta 

[ME] Produced by Sony Pictures Animation and distributed by Netflix, 
which family were ‘vs. the Machines’ in a 2021 animated film? 

The Mitchells 

[SC] To the nearest whole degree, what is the value of absolute zero in 
degrees Celsius?  

-273 (Accept 
273.15 or 274) 

[SL] Rangers recently became joint leaders for the most domestic league 
titles in Europe with 55. Which Northern Irish team joined them 
after winning the 2020/21 NIFL Premiership?  

Linfield 

[WO] In which European country would you find the largest castle in the 
world, the Castle of the Teutonic Order in Malbork? 

Poland 

 


